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running into your ex is hard enough without a dangerous stalker in the mix the combination of romance eroticism and the mystery of angel s stalker is sure to keep readers turning the pages publishers weekly running into your ex is hard enough without a dangerous stalker in the mix charles hunter s team is on a mission to extract an unidentified atf agent from an undercover job gone wrong all they ve got to go on is the rendezvous location until charles recognizes the ex he hasn t seen in years their simple rescue mission is about to get a lot more complicated for ngel medina adjusting to life after his cartel nightmare is hard enough without confronting memories of a failed relationship all he wants is a fresh start but when a violent stalker lashes out from the shadows ngel realizes his nightmare is far from over as the stalker s obsession escalates and bodies start dropping charles and ngel are thrown together in a desperate search for the culprit tempers flare and old passions reignite drawing them back into the same turbulent relationship that once ended in disaster but the stalker isn t letting go and the next strike might hit straight through the heart the bbc s face of space explores all things lunar in this comprehensive guide to the folklore facts and possible futures of our only natural satellite have you ever wondered if there are seasons on the moon or if space tourism will ever become widely accessible so has dr maggie aderin pocock astronomer and host of the bbc s docuseries the sky at night in this lucidly written guide aderin pocock begins a fascinating lunar journey with a basic overview unpacking everything from the moon s topography and composition to its formation and
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orbit around the earth she examines beliefs held by ancient civilizations the technology that allowed for the first moon landing a brief history of moongazing and how the moon has influenced culture throughout the years looking to the future she delves into the pros and cons of continued space travel and exploration throughout the book are sidebars graphs and charts to enhance the facts as well as black and white illustrations of the moon and stars jack reardon former sas soldier and current australian meta state asset has seen some messy battles but messy takes on a whole new meaning when he finds himself tied to a chair in a torture shack his cover blown wide open all thanks to notorious killer for hire ethan blade blade is everything jack doesn t believe in remorseless detached lawless yet jack s only chance to survive is to strike a bargain with the devil and join forces with blade as they trek across a hostile desert jack learns that blade is much more than a dead eyed killer and harder to resist than he should be a year later jack is home and finally getting his life on track then ethan blade reappears and throws it all into chaos once more it s impossible to trust the assassin especially when his presence casts doubts on jack s loyalty to his country but jack cannot ignore what blade s return means the mess that brought them together is far from over and ethan might just bring back the piece of jack s soul he thought he d lost forever harperville used to be a small quiet town until the storm clouds rolled in over rainbow cove days and events begin to mix up lunchrooms turn to warzones carved up cultists are fished out of the water from the dock and at the center of the madness is queenie lowe a high school senior whose only wish is to get out of this place her world is flipped upside down when she meets her new neighbor the mysteriously charming lulu as harperville descends into chaos detective levi earlington fights to make sense of a case that is unsolvable without help from the others
on the force despite his best efforts he has only one
lead the badge of queenie’s dead father that no one
will talk about queenie and levi battle the horrors of
harperville to find who is truly behind it all even if
it costs them their sanity loosely based on the odyssey
this landmark of modern literature follows ordinary
dubliners in 1904 capturing a single day in the life of
dubliner leopold bloom his friends buck mulligan and
stephen dedalus his wife molly and a scintillating cast
of supporting characters joyce pushes celtic lyricism
and vulgarity to splendid extremes captivating
experimental techniques range from interior monologues
to exuberant wordplay and earthy humor a major
achievement in 20th century literature workaholic
attorney max robertson is one meeting away from making
partner at a big nyc firm when his best friend calls
and guilts him into coming back home for christmas but
there’s a reason he hasn’t been back to edgewood for a
decade too many bad memories the plan was to go for
just one night until a wild deer and a snow bank
wrecked everything former army sergeant dominic nicky
bell is the new guy on the edgewood police force so of
course he drew the short straw and is stuck working the
night shift but his evening gets turned upside down
when he gets called out to a wreck in the snow and it’s
his one and only high school crush looking even sexier
than he did back then when they both end up stranded
together at dominic’s house sparks start to fly and max
isn’t sure what to do but everyone deserves a present
this holiday season right because you love me no matter
how much you hate me seven years ago cole flores was
betrayed by the man he loved and his very soul was left
charred he vowed that day that he would find
leary and kill him even if it was the last thing he did
but ned disappeared and life went on of hate burning deep inside him cole’s hope to find ned
had dimmed at least it left behind a lesson to never
trust never love and never attach himself
The garage gym athlete the practical guide to training like a pro unleashing fitness freedom and living the simple life was the only way for a wanted man to stay off the noose in a world filled with liars and cheats just when Cole stops looking for Ned though he finds the deceptive bastard and life turns on its head again their reunion goes nothing as planned and unanswered questions rise to the surface poisoning Cole's mind with lust and longing that have never gone away Ned O'Leary is a traitor Ned O'Leary is a scumbag Ned O'Leary is everything Cole Flores craves torn between love and revenge lust and sanity Cole has to find out if the bruised and battered heart of an outlaw can ever trust again or if he's bound to fulfill his promise and be Ned O'Leary's doom dark dangerous yet desperately romantic the man who hated Ned O'Leary is a gritty western m/m romance novel and book 2 in the Dig Two Graves duology prepare for violence emotional turmoil and scorching hot explicit scenes as well as a happy ever after earned with blood sweat and tears possible spoilers themes enemies to lovers second chances revenge outlaws and cowboys crime secrets loyalty betrayal old west survival angst survivor's guilt snowed in length 125,000 words book 2 in a duology warning this story contains scenes of violence offensive language and morally ambiguous characters as well as sensitive topics of child abuse and suicide Elle finds the body of her soon to be ex-husband Charlie on her sofa stabbed to death with her kitchen knife Elle's close friends stand by her through the difficult funeral but Elle alone must face the loss of the man she loved except that the loss is not total Charlie is still around Elle feels his presence smells his after shave hears him accuse her of killing him and even though she doesn't believe in ghosts with him asserting her innocence oddly Elle has a gap in her memory she can't account for her activity during the time of his murder as she tries to clear herself by finding out how Charlie died she discovers that she had plenty of reason to kill him Charlie had secrets.
the garage gym athlete: the practical guide to training like a pro, unleashing fitness freedom and living the simple life.

infidelity, unsavory business associates, involvement with an international organization of sex abusers, the more she learns the more danger she faces as unscrupulous people begin to fear she’ll expose them. Elle races against time to avoid arrest, fight off attackers, solve the murder and make peace with Charlie’s spirit. Hazard and Somerset off duty volume 2 is a collection of short stories; it includes the following:

- John Henry Somerset sold Somers enters a charity bachelor’s auction without telling his boyfriend. This story takes place before the Rational Faculty: Pretty and pink and perfect.
- Hazard plans a toddler’s birthday party. This story takes place before the Rational Faculty: Pride slays Thanksgiving.
- Hazard and Somers prepare for their first Thanksgiving as a couple. This story takes place before the Rational Faculty: Hazard and Somers.
- Hazard and Somerset off duty a series of six vignettes featuring Hazard and Somers on a Caribbean vacation. This story takes place after the Keeper of Bees.

Please note that the first six stories have been distributed previously to mailing list subscribers, and at GRL 2019. Hazard and Somerset off duty is exclusively available in this collection.

K. M. Szpara’s Docile is a science fiction parable about love and sex, wealth and debt, abuse and power. A challenging tour de force that at turns seduces and startles. There is no consent under capitalism. To be a docile is to be kept body and soul for the owner of your contract to be a docile is to disappear to hide inside your body from the horrors of your service. To be a docile is to sell yourself to pay your parents’ debts and buy your children’s future.
Elisha Wilder’s family has been ruined by debt handed down to them from previous generations. His mother never recovered from the dociline she took during her term as a docile so when Elisha decides to try and erase the family’s debt himself, he swears he will never take the drug that took his mother from him too. Bad luck has his contract purchased by Alexander Bishop III whose ultra-rich family is the brains and money behind dociline and the entire office of debt resolution. When Elisha refuses dociline, Alex refuses to believe that his family’s crowning achievement could have any negative side effects and is determined to turn Elisha into the perfect docile without it. Content warning: Docile contains forthright depictions and discussions of rape and sexual abuse at the publisher’s request. This title is being sold without digital rights management software, DRM applied. A crippling knee injury forced Elliot Mills to trade in his FBI badge for dusty chalkboards and bored college students. Now a history professor at Puget Sound University, the former agent has put his old life behind him, but it seems his old life isn’t finished with him. A young man has gone missing from campus and as a favor to a family friend, Elliot agrees to do a little sniffing around his investigations. Bring him face to face with his former lover Tucker Lance, the special agent handling the case. Things ended badly with Tucker and neither man is ready to back down on the fight that drove them apart. But they have to figure out a way to move beyond their past and work together as more men go missing and Elliot becomes the target in a killer’s obsessive game. 69,000 words. Homicide detective Levi Abrams is barely holding his life together. He’s reeling from the fatal shooting and his relationship with his boyfriend is crumbling. The last thing he’s prepared for is a serial killer stalking the streets of Las Vegas or how he keeps getting thrown into the path of annoyingly charming bounty hunter Dominic Russo.
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life free of complications that means no tangling with cops especially prickly uptight detectives but when he stumbles across one of the seven of spades s horrifying crime scenes he can t let go despite levi s warnings to stay away the seven of spades is ruthless and always two moves ahead worst of all they ve taken a dangerously personal interest in levi and dominic forced to trust each other the two men race to discover the killer s identity revealing hidden truths along the way and sparking a bond neither man expected but that may not be enough to protect them this killer likes to play games and the deck is not stacked in levi and dominic s favor can one unlikely bookshop heal two broken souls beautifully written full of insight into the nature of tragedy love and redemption garth stein a poignant journey of unthinkable loss love and the healing capacity of the written word ellen keith it is 1968 in rural australia and lonely tom hope can t make heads or tails of hannah babel newly arrived from hungary hannah is unlike anyone he s ever met she s passionate artistic and fiercely determined to open sleepy hometown s first bookshop despite the fact that tom has only read only one book in his life the two soon discover an astonishing spark recently abandoned by an unfaithful wife and still missing her sweet son peter tom dares to believe that he might make hannah happy but hannah is a haunted woman twenty four years earlier she had been marched to the gates of auschwitz perfect for fans of the little paris bookshop and the tattooist of auschwitz the bookshop of the broken hearted cherishes the power of love literature and forgiveness to transform our lives and if we dare allow them to mend our broken hearts brooklyn firefighter griff has kept his crush on his friend and teammate dante secret but when a broke dante suggests they do gay porn griff will live out his fantasies on camera will their friendship and their careers survive the second installment in jasper ffordes new york times...
bestselling series follows literary detective thursday next on another adventure in her alternate reality of literature obsessed england from the author of the constant rabbit the inventive exuberant and totally original literary fun that began with the eyre affair continues with new york times bestselling author jasper fforde s magnificent second adventure starring the resourceful fearless literary sleuth thursday next when landen the love of her life is eradicated by the corrupt multinational goliath corporation thursday must moonlight as a prose resource operative of jurisfaction the police force inside the bookworld she is apprenticed to the man hating miss havisham from dickens s great expectations who grudgingly shows thursday the ropes and she gains just enough skill to get herself in a real mess entering the pages of poe s the raven what she really wants is to get landen back but this latest mission is not without further complications along with jumping into the works of kafka and austen and even beatrix potter s the tale of the flopsy bunnies thursday finds herself the target of a series of potentially lethal coincidences the authenticator of a newly discovered play by the bard himself and the only one who can prevent an unidentifiable pink sludge from engulfing all life on earth it s another genre bending blend of crime fiction fantasy and top drawer literary entertainment for fans of douglas adams and p g wodehouse thursday s zany investigations continue with the well of lost plots ben wright isn t an escort except when he is all he wants is to make some extra money to pay off his dad s medical bills he never intended to be tied to beds while making the benjamins miryam wexler never intended to be dumped by her fianc before their wedding she was now all she wants is to put her life back together and not tell her grandmother about her humiliation he needs money and she needs a stand in fianc they can help each other if they don t kill each other first two
people with double lives equals four times the chaos and four times the comedy after witnessing a mob hit surgeon jack francisco is put into protective custody to keep him safe until he can testify a hitman known only as d is blackmailed into killing jack but when he tracks him down his weary conscience won’t allow him to murder an innocent man finding in each other an unlikely ally jack and d are soon on the run from shadowy enemies forced to work together to survive the two men forge a bond that ripens into unexpected passion jack sees the wounded soul beneath d’s cold detached exterior and d finds in jack the person who can help him reclaim the man he once was as the day of jack’s testimony approaches he and d find themselves not only fighting for their lives but also fighting for their future a future together after emery hazard loses his job as a detective in saint louis he heads back to his hometown and to the local police force there home though brings no happy memories and the ghosts of old pain are very much alive in wahredua hazard’s new partner john henry somerset had been one of the worst tormentors and hazard still wonders what somerset’s role was in the death of jeff langham hazard’s first boyfriend when a severely burned body is discovered hazard finds himself drawn deeper into the case than he expects determining the identity of the dead man proves impossible and solving the murder grows more and more unlikely but as the city’s only gay police officer hazard is placed at the center of a growing battle between powerful political forces to his surprise hazard finds an unlikely ally in his partner the former bully and as they spend more time together something starts to happen between them something that and doesn’t want to explain the discovery of a second mutilated corpse though reveals clues that the murders are linked and as hazard gets closer to answers he uncovers a conspiracy of murder and betrayal that goes deeper and closer to home than he could ever
expect some men are troublemakers or dealmakers the men in my family we re baby makers for six generations the women of wine country have had a saying don t bang a hunter man unless you want a bun in your oven yeah well i ve got a saying too no thanks the last thing i need is baby makes three my business is expanding and the only thing i m interested in getting knocked up is my bottom line but then one night emma haverford makes me an offer i can t refuse she backs away from the land i have my eye on in exchange for a favor a big fat baby making favor when i hear women have gotten pregnant shaking hands with hunter men i know i need dylan hunter s ahem special skills way more than i need to expand my vineyard i m ready to give my heart to a child and i m tired of waiting for my late to the party prince charming to make my dreams come true so i promise dylan three months of hot heavy baby making s e x and then i m out of his hair forever but what if when it comes time to say good bye all i want to do is keep bottling up more memories with this big hearted man this sexy standalone romance will make you laugh swoon and blush baby makin red heat level a risk of getting knocked up during download paperback and audio versions are especially dangerous handle with care keywords secret baby pregnancy romance second chances alpha male romantic comedy heartwarming laugh out loud small town wine country romance family life contemporary romance friendship books romance marriage romance drama love story books books love stories baby romance romance with pregnancy family saga romance sweet and sexy romances enemies to lovers romance friends to lovers romance contemporary adult romance drama books romance and drama books pregnancy fiction pregnancy romance baby and romance literary fiction contemporary marriage family adult boy next door romance lighthearted romance light romance heartwarming family quick read romance fiction books hot guy love love books kissing books long series
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long romance series swoon loyalty love story romance love lili valente l valente when a bookstore owner is accused of murdering his ex lover proving his innocence might lead a hard nosed detective to a fatal attraction thirty five year old gay bookseller adrien english searches for love between the pages as a sensitive intellectual with a heart condition his dating life is gathering dust on the shelves but when police name him the prime suspect in the brutal murder of his friend and employee adrien doesn t expect his best hope for romance to be assigned to the case detective jake riordan is hungry to climb the ranks all he has to do for a promotion is nail the handsome bookstore owner for an obvious crime of passion if only he could stop fantasizing about the suspect instead of the normal wife and family his career demands as riordan s investigation heats up and the suspect insists on his innocence the detective doubts both adrien s guilt and his ability to resist the man s understated charms can they turn the crime into passion or will a killer on the loose write the end don t miss this thrilling and suspenseful second chance romance book one in a fan favorite supernatural detective series from jenn burke dying isn t what it used to be wes cooper was dead then he wasn t though he s not exactly alive either as an immortal not ghost he can transition between this world and the otherplane which makes him the perfect thief for hire for seventy years he s made a living returning items to their rightful owners seeing his fair share of the bizarre in the process but he s never witnessed murder until now his latest mission brings him more than he bargained for a very dead actor who is definitely going to stay that way it s just that detective hudson rojas is assigned to the case hudson broke wes s heart years ago and could again given he s rocking a hot silver fox look that shouldn t be legal as they work together to track down the murderer before anyone else gets hurt it
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becomes clear Wes and Hudson have unfinished business and when a secret Hudson’s been keeping threatens more than just their happiness it might mean the end of their not life together permanently not dead yet book 1 not dead yet book 2 give up the ghost book 3 graveyard shift ashes and dust book 1 all fired up book 2 house on fire book 3 out of the ashes chaos station by Jenn Burke and Kelly Jensen book 1 chaos station book 2 lonely shore book 3 skip trace book 4 inversion point book 5 phase shift Olle Svensson came to Canada to play hockey but now he’s wondering if twenty-five is too late to start university back home in Sweden things started out well but then he and some teammates catch his friend Jamie Gallagher with a guy in a men’s room stall at a random bar Olle knows he should have stood by Jamie in the bar and the locker room but he’d been caught off guard he’d thought well it doesn’t matter anymore what he was thinking Jamie is in hell he’d been sure none of his teammates went to that bar so he could safely blow off a little steam now he’s been outed against his will and doesn’t have a single ally on the team he’s giving serious thought to giving up on hockey until Rupert Smyth Morrison and the Moncton Ice Cats come to the rescue Jamie never thought he’d be so happy to be traded the only down side is that Olle is coming with him Connor Major’s summer break is turning into a nightmare when he comes out to his religious zealot mother she has him kidnapped and shipped off to a conversion therapy camp that will be his new home until he changes Connor plans to escape but first he’s exposing the camp’s horrible truths for what they are and taking the place down there are three things I hate: bratwurst in any form my neighbors boinking like farm animals at 3 am and Chase Jett mostly I hate Chase Jett it’s been ten years since he took my virginity I’d make a bratwurst joke but the unfortunate truth is that it would have to be a brat best joke and yes it kills me to admit that and now he’s not only a billionaire he’s
Also my new boss turns out our hate is mutual and this kind of hate is horrifically twisted filthy and banging hot I just might have to hate him forever Mister Mchottie is the hilariously sexy romantic comedy that your mother warned you about complete with an organic happy ever after or seven a bratwurst wagon ill advised office pranks and no cheating or cliffhangers Dominus is the first book in a 4 novel plot packed m m fantasy that transports readers back to ancient Rome during the reign of the emperor Trajan 98 117 this is the first book in an alternate history series a tumultuous journey filled with forbidden love humor sex friendship political intrigue deception and murder After Aria Davis is expelled from high school she is forced to go live with her aunt in Los Angeles California Aria is happy to be anywhere but with her abusive parents she meets a mysterious and intimidating boy who goes by the name of Ace Garcia The more she gets around Ace the more she begins to wonder what it is he is up to things spin wildly out of control as she uncovers the truth about Ace the two of them fight to be together and stay alive in this comical romantic thriller the suspense will have you at the edge of your chair Romance is evident but a happily ever after is not promised when you’re living on the edge a relationship unlike any other can they over come all the bad things the last thing lautner ever wanted was a mate after a chance encounter the clock is ticking he has seventy two hours to claim his mate or lose her forever Danika At nineteen I had spent my life hidden in the shadows controlled by the hands of my domineering father and pack alpha now he expects me to marry the pack beta an arrangement made long before I was born seeking a night of freedom I head to the one place forbidden by my father the warehouse ran by the notorious Motorcycle club the Sun Sinners its reputation for violence and an array of unruly supernatural clientele is probably not the safest place for a shifter who has...
yet to turn especially considering the number of enemies my father has what i didn't expect was to find the man who would finally entice my wolf to the surface too bad he looks like he would rather kill me than f ck me i always believed that fated mates never existed but could he be the one to save me lautner as pack enforcer and undefeated illegal cage fighter violence is a part of my life my father taught me that from an early age he also taught me that mates are nothing more than a problem that i didn't need until i met her her scent catches me off guard almost costing me my life and yet as much as i don't want her my wolf has other ideas i want nothing more than to hide out until the bond is over but when a shifter turns up mutilated on the outskirts of stone valley it looks like the rumors about the hunters are true the shifter council has ordered neighboring packs to work together and bring them down given the animosity between the packs and my wolf going mate crazy the last thing i expected was her to turn up at my door with her fiancé in tow lautner is book one in the stone valley pack series but can also be read as a standalone it is a full 70 000 word novel with a hefn please look out for seth's story in book two coming soon this book is recommended for readers 18 due to strong language and steamy sex scenes warning this book contains scenes of abuse assault that some readers may find triggering from the new york times bestselling author and co star of fox's american grit comes a rare and powerful book on the art of being a sniper way of the reaper is a step by step accounting of how a sniper works through the lens of irving's most significant kills none of which have been told before each mission is an in depth look at a new element of eliminating the enemy from intel to luck recon to weaponry told in a thrilling narrative this is also a heart pounding true story of some of the reaper's boldest missions including the longest shot of his military career on a human target of over half a mile.
Nicholas Irving earned his nickname in blood destroying the enemy with his sniper rifle and in deadly firefights behind a 50 caliber machine gun. He engaged a Taliban suicide bomber during a vicious firefight and used nearly silent subsonic ammo. Irving was the target of snipers himself while serving in the 3rd Ranger Battalion 75th Ranger Regiment in Iraq and Afghanistan. He faced the same dangers, horrors, and acts of courage as an elite member of the 3rd Ranger Battalion 75th Ranger Regiment while also examining the personal ramifications of taking another life. The book attempts to place the reader in the heat of battle, experiencing the same dangers, horrors, and acts of courage Irving faced as an elite member of the 3rd Ranger Battalion 75th Ranger Regiment. It also explores the personal ramifications of taking another life and the rush of the hunt. Readers will experience the dangers that all snipers must face while learning what it takes to become an elite manhunter like the Reaper himself. The book is explosive and takes no prisoners. It has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America and possibly other nations within the United States. You may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.

Todd Addison wants time alone to grieve, but he's still dreaming of winning back his ex's love. He moves across the country and finds work with a construction company. The last thing he needs is a cute office boy developing a crush on him, especially since he's back in the closet. Sebastian Nye can't help feeling sorry for Todd. He's not helping his own feelings for the construction worker.
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the obviously brokenhearted todd though rebuffed repeatedly sebby chisels away at todd’s resistance determined to help him forget a task potentially beyond anyone’s capabilities he never meant to fall for the poor guy but he does hard desperate to hold on to todd sebby hatches a sneaky plot guaranteed to end todd’s heartbreak if todd doesn’t bail and ruin everything just when things can’t get more complicated todd’s ex wants him back and sebby’s abusive ex is just waiting to catch sebby alone todd and sebby must decide what’s worth fighting for what’s worth sacrifice and what’s worth compromise or their relationship will begin and end with a broken heart sequel to shadows on the border inadvertently tumbling through the border after fenn and then thrown into the middle of the internecine political disputes of their people sergeant will grant of the metropolitan police has spent three months in prison in the underhalls of the frem when fenn comes to free him and return him home through the border he has very little time to work out what’s going on before the sudden appearance of fenn’s missing younger sibling keren throws fenn for a loop instead of returning them to london as planned the trio step through the border to the egyptian desert once they work out where they are it’s a two week trip back to england with the possibility of pursuit both onboard ship and when they reach home will the journey give fenn and will time to resolve the feelings they have been dancing around since the day they met how will they keep keren from recapture by the faction who tried to persuade fenn they were dead and has will’s friend alec forgiven fenn for lying about their motives when they first traveled to london four months ago the final book in the masterpiece duet i have one chance at a new life a college education a future outside of tanglewood’s dark walls for a breathless moment it seems like i might actually escape then i get a phone call from home damon scott is my own personal dragon the fight i’ve always
lost the secret hope of my heart and he needs my help. Right now only my mind can solve the puzzle. Only my presence can keep him sane as the city fights against him. Only my heart can unlock a man with such a tragic past. This is my final gamble with everything at stake.

One last game to win a future for both of us and a love strong enough to break the city apart. The Queen is the final novel in the bestselling masterpiece duet about a game of lies and loyalty, betrayal and power and ascension to the city's throne.
Can't Hide from Me

2016-10-03

running into your ex is hard enough without a dangerous stalker in the mix the combination of romance eroticism and the mystery of angel s stalker is sure to keep readers turning the pages publishers weekly

Can't Hide from Me

2016-10-03

running into your ex is hard enough without a dangerous stalker in the mix charles hunter s team is on a mission to extract an unidentified atf agent from an undercover job gone wrong all they ve got to go on is the rendezvous location until charles recognizes the ex he hasn t seen in years their simple rescue mission is about to get a lot more complicated for ngel medina adjusting to life after his cartel nightmare is hard enough without confronting memories of a failed relationship all he wants is a fresh start but when a violent stalker lashes out from the shadows ngel realizes his nightmare is far from over as the stalker s obsession escalates and bodies start dropping charles and ngel are thrown together in a desperate search for the culprit tempers flare and old passions reignite drawing them back into the same turbulent relationship that once ended in disaster but the stalker isn t letting go and the next strike might hit straight through the heart

The Book of the Moon

2019-04-09
the bbc’s face of space explores all things lunar in this comprehensive guide to the folklore facts and possible futures of our only natural satellite have you ever wondered if there are seasons on the moon or if space tourism will ever become widely accessible so has dr maggie aderin pocock astronomer and host of the bbc’s docuseries the sky at night in this lucidly written guide aderin pocock takes readers on a fascinating lunar journey aderin pocock begins with a basic overview unpacking everything from the moon’s topography and composition to its formation and orbit around the earth she examines beliefs held by ancient civilizations the technology that allowed for the first moon landing a brief history of moongazing and how the moon has influenced culture throughout the years looking to the future she delves into the pros and cons of continued space travel and exploration throughout the book are sidebars graphs and charts to enhance the facts as well as black and white illustrations of the moon and stars

Where Death Meets the Devil

2018-02-26

jack reardon former sas soldier and current australian meta state asset has seen some messy battles but messy takes on a whole new meaning when he finds himself tied to a chair in a torture shack his cover blown wide open all thanks to notorious killer for hire ethan blade blade is everything jack doesn’t believe in remorseless detached lawless yet jack’s only chance to survive is to strike a bargain with the devil and join forces with blade as they trek across a hostile desert jack learns that blade is much more than a dead eyed killer and harder to resist than he should be a year later jack is home and finally getting his life on track then ethan
blade reappears and throws it all into chaos once more it's impossible to trust the assassin especially when his presence casts doubts on jack's loyalty to his country but jack cannot ignore what blade's return means the mess that brought them together is far from over and ethan might just bring back the piece of jack's soul he thought he'd lost forever

**Off the Deep End**

2021-10-19

harperville used to be a small quiet town until the storm clouds rolled in over rainbow cove days and events begin to mix up lunchrooms turn to warzones carved up cultists are fished out of the water from the dock and at the center of the madness is queenie lowe a high school senior whose only wish is to get out of this place her world is flipped upside down when she meets her new neighbor the mysteriously charming lulu as harperville descends into chaos detective levi earlington fights to make sense of a case that is unsolvable without help from the others on the force despite his best efforts he has only one lead the badge of queenie's dead father that no one will talk about queenie and levi battle the horrors of harperville to find who is truly behind it all even if it costs them their sanity

**Cash Plays**

2018-04-30

loosely based on the odyssey this landmark of modern literature follows ordinary dubliners in 1904 capturing a single day in the life of dubliner leopold bloom his friends buck mulligan and stephen dedalus his wife
molly and a scintillating cast of supporting characters joyce pushes celtic lyricism and vulgarity to splendid extremes captivating experimental techniques range from interior monologues to exuberant wordplay and earthy humor a major achievement in 20th century literature

**Ulysses**

2022-10-19

workaholic attorney max robertson is one meeting away from making partner at a big nyc firm when his best friend calls and guilts him into coming back home for christmas but there s a reason he hasn t been back to edgewood for a decade too many bad memories the plan was to go for just one night until a wild deer and a snow bank wrecked everything former army sergeant dominic nicky bell is the new guy on the edgewood police force so of course he drew the short straw and is stuck working the night shift but his evening gets turned upside down when he gets called out to a wreck in the snow and it s his one and only high school crush looking even sexier than he did back then when they both end up stranded together at Dominic s house sparks start to fly and max isn t sure what to do but everyone deserves a present this holiday season right

**His Holiday Crush**

2020-12-14

because you love me no matter how much you hate me seven years ago cole flores was betrayed by the man he loved and his very soul was left charred he vowed that day that he would find ned o leary and kill him even if it was the last thing he did but ned disappeared and life went on despite the flame of hate burning deep
inside him cole's hope to find ned had dimmed at least it left behind a lesson to never trust never love and never attach himself anywhere that was the only way for a wanted man to stay off the noose in a world filled with liars and cheats just when cole stops looking for ned though he finds the deceptive bastard and life turns on its head again their reunion goes nothing as planned and unanswered questions rise to the surface poisoning cole's mind with lust and longing that have never gone away ned o leary is a traitor ned o leary is a scumbag ned o leary is everything cole flores craves torn between love and revenge lust and sanity cole has to find out if the bruised and battered heart of an outlaw can ever trust again or if he's bound to fulfill his promise and be ned o leary's doom dark dangerous yet desperately romantic the man who hated ned o leary is a gritty western m/m romance novel and book 2 in the dig two graves duology prepare for violence emotional turmoil and scorching hot explicit scenes as well as a happy ever after earned with blood sweat and tears possible spoilers themes enemies to lovers second chances revenge outlaws and cowboys crime secrets loyalty betrayal old west survival angst survivor's guilt snowed in length 125 000 words book 2 in a duology warning this story contains scenes of violence offensive language and morally ambiguous characters as well as sensitive topics of child abuse and suicide

**The Man Who Hated Ned O'Leary**

2021

elle finds the body of her soon to be ex husband charlie on her sofa stabbed to death with her kitchen knife elle's close friends stand by her through the difficult funeral but elle alone must face the loss of the man she'd loved except that the loss is not total
Charlie is still around. Elle feels his presence, smells his after-shave, hears him accuse her of killing him, and even though she doesn't believe in ghosts, she argues with him asserting her innocence. Oddly, Elle has a gap in her memory. She can't account for her activity during the time of his murder. As she tries to clear herself by finding out how Charlie died, she discovers, she had plenty of reason to kill him. Charlie had secrets: infidelity, unsavory business associates, involvement with an international organization of sex abusers. The more she learns, the more danger she faces as unscrupulous people begin to fear she'll expose them. Elle races against time to avoid arrest, fight off attackers, solve the murder, and make peace with Charlie's spirit.

**The Trouble With Charlie**

2013-01-26

Hazard and Somerset off duty volume 2 is a collection of short stories. It includes the following: John Henry Somerset sold Somers enters a charity bachelor's auction without telling his boyfriend. This story takes place before the rational faculty. Pretty and pink and perfect, Hazard plans a toddler's birthday party. This story takes place before the rational faculty. Pride slays Thanksgiving. Hazard and Somers prepare for their first Thanksgiving as a couple. This story takes place before police brutality. Santa a cultural hegemony. Hazard is volun told to dress up as Santa. This story takes place before transactional dynamics. Valentine's in six beats. Hazard executes his do over for Valentine's. This story takes place before wayward Emery's birthday scavenger hunt. Somers plans the perfect birthday for Hazard. Or so he thinks. This story takes place before the keeper of bees. Hazard and Somerset off
duty a series of six vignettes featuring hazard and somers on a caribbean vacation this story takes place after the keeper of bees please note that the first six stories have distributed previously to mailing list subscribers and at grl 2019 hazard and somerset off duty is exclusively available in this collection

Hazard and Somerset: Off Duty Volume 2

2020-08-07

k m szpara s docile is a science fiction parable about love and sex wealth and debt abuse and power a challenging tour de force that at turns seduces and startles there is no consent under capitalism to be a docile is to be kept body and soul for the uses of the owner of your contract to be a docile is to forget to disappear to hide inside your body from the horrors of your service to be a docile is to sell yourself to pay your parents debts and buy your children s future elisha wilder s family has been ruined by debt handed down to them from previous generations his mother never recovered from the dociline she took during her term as a docile so when elisha decides to try and erase the family s debt himself he swears he will never take the drug that took his mother from him too bad his contract has been purchased by alexander bishop iii whose ultra rich family is the brains and money behind dociline and the entire office of debt resolution when elisha refuses dociline alex refuses to believe that his family s crowning achievement could have any negative side effects and is determined to turn elisha into the perfect docile without it content warning docile contains forthright depictions and discussions of rape and sexual abuse at the publisher s request this title is being sold without digital rights management
software drm applied

Docile

2020-03-03

a crippling knee injury forced elliot mills to trade in his fbi badge for dusty chalkboards and bored college students now a history professor at puget sound university the former agent has put his old life behind him but it seems his old life isn t finished with him a young man has gone missing from campus and as a favor to a family friend elliot agrees to do a little sniffing around his investigations bring him face to face with his former lover tucker lance the special agent handling the case things ended badly with tucker and neither man is ready to back down on the fight that drove them apart but they have to figure out a way to move beyond their past and work together as more men go missing and elliot becomes the target in a killer s obsessive game 69 000 words

Fair Game

2010-08-01

homicide detective levi abrams is barely holding his life together he s reeling from the fallout of a fatal shooting and his relationship with his boyfriend is crumbling the last thing he s prepared for is a serial killer stalking the streets of las vegas or how he keeps getting thrown into the path of annoyingly charming bounty hunter dominic russo dominic likes his life free of complications that means no tangling with cops especially prickly uptight detectives but when he stumbles across one of the seven of spades s horrifying crime scenes he can t let go despite levi s warnings to
stay away the seven of spades is ruthless and always
two moves ahead worst of all they’ve taken a
dangerously personal interest in levi and dominic
forced to trust each other the two men race to discover
the killer’s identity revealing hidden truths along the
way and sparking a bond neither man expected but that
may not be enough to protect them this killer likes to
play games and the deck is not stacked in levi and
dominic’s favor

Quillon's Covert

2015-12-18

can one unlikely bookshop heal two broken souls
beautifully written full of insight into the nature of
tragedy love and redemption garth stein a poignant
journey of unthinkable loss love and the healing
capacity of the written word ellen keith it is 1968 in
rural australia and lonely tom hope can t make heads or
tails of hannah babel newly arrived from hungary hannah
is unlike anyone he’s ever met she’s passionate
artistic and fiercely determined to open sleepy
hometown’s first bookshop despite the fact that tom has
only read only one book in his life the two soon
discover an astonishing spark recently abandoned by an
unfaithful wife and still missing her sweet son peter
tom dares to believe that he might make hannah happy
but hannah is a haunted woman twenty four years earlier
she had been marched to the gates of auschwitz perfect
for fans of the little paris bookshop and the tattooist
of auschwitz the bookshop of the broken hearted
cherishes the power of love literature and forgiveness
to transform our lives and if we dare allow them to
mend our broken hearts
**Kill Game**

2017-10-23

brooklyn firefighter griff has kept his crush on his friend and teammate dante secret but when a broke dante suggests they do gay porn griff will live out his fantasies on camera will their friendship and their careers survive

**The Bookshop of the Broken Hearted**

2019-04-09

the second installment in jasper fforde s new york times bestselling series follows literary detective thursday next on another adventure in her alternate reality of literature obsessed england from the author of the constant rabbit the inventive exuberant and totally original literary fun that began with the eyre affair continues with new york times bestselling author jasper fforde s magnificent second adventure starring the resourceful fearless literary sleuth thursday next when landen the love of her life is eradicated by the corrupt multinational goliath corporation thursday must moonlight as a prose resource operative of jurisfiction the police force inside the bookworld she is apprenticed to the man hating miss havisham from dickens s great expectations who grudgingly shows thursday the ropes and she gains just enough skill to get herself in a real mess entering the pages of poe s the raven what she really wants is to get landen back but this latest mission is not without further complications along with jumping into the works of kafka and austen and even beatrix potter s the tale of the flopsy bunnies thursday finds herself the target of a series of potentially lethal coincidences the
authenticator of a newly discovered play by the bard himself and the only one who can prevent an unidentifiable pink sludge from engulfing all life on earth it's another genre bending blend of crime fiction fantasy and top drawer literary entertainment for fans of douglas adams and p.g. wodehouse thursday's zany investigations continue with the well of lost plots

**Hot Head**

2018-03-27

ben wright isn't an escort except when he is all he wants is to make some extra money to pay off his dad's medical bills he never intended to be tied to beds while making the benjamins miryam wexler never intended to be dumped by her fiancé before their wedding but she was now all she wants is to put her life back together and not tell her grandmother about her humiliation he needs money and she needs a stand in fiancé they can help each other if they don't kill each other first two people with double lives equals four times the chaos and four times the comedy

**Lost in a Good Book**

2004-02-24

after witnessing a mob hit surgeon jack francisco is put into protective custody to keep him safe until he can testify a hitman known only as d is blackmailed into killing jack but when he tracks him down his weary conscience won't allow him to murder an innocent man finding in each other an unlikely ally jack and d are soon on the run from shadowy enemies forced to work together to survive the two men forge a bond that ripens into unexpected passion jack sees the wounded
soul beneath d's cold detached exterior and d finds in jack the person who can help him reclaim the man he once was as the day of jack's testimony approaches he and d find themselves not only fighting for their lives but also fighting for their future a future together

Tales of a Prison Bitch

2017-06

after emery hazard loses his job as a detective in saint louis he heads back to his hometown and to the local police force there home though brings no happy memories and the ghosts of old pain are very much alive in wahredua hazard's new partner john henry somerset had been one of the worst tormentors and hazard still wonders what somerset's role was in the death of jeff langham hazard's first boyfriend when a severely burned body is discovered hazard finds himself drawn deeper into the case than he expects determining the identity of the dead man proves impossible and solving the murder grows more and more unlikely but as the city's only gay police officer hazard is placed at the center of a growing battle between powerful political forces to his surprise hazard finds an unlikely ally in his partner the former bully and as they spend more time together something starts to happen between them something that hazard can't and doesn't want to explain the discovery of a second mutilated corpse though reveals clues that the two murders are linked and as hazard gets closer to answers he uncovers a conspiracy of murder and betrayal that goes deeper and closer to home than he could ever expect

Accidental Man Whore

2017-10-04
some men are troublemakers or dealmakers the men in my family we’re baby makers for six generations the women of wine country have had a saying don’t bang a hunter man unless you want a bun in your oven yeah well i’ve got a saying too no thanks the last thing i need is baby makes three my business is expanding and the only thing i’m interested in getting knocked up is my bottom line but then one night emma haverford makes me an offer i can’t refuse she backs away from the land i have my eye on in exchange for a favor a big fat baby making favor when i hear women have gotten pregnant shaking hands with hunter men i know i need dylan hunter’s ahem special skills way more than i need to expand my vineyard i’m ready to give my heart to a child and i’m tired of waiting for my late to the party prince charming to make my dreams come true so i promise dylan three months of hot heavy baby making sex and then i’m out of his hair forever but what if when it comes time to say good bye all i want to do is keep bottling up more memories with this big hearted man this sexy standalone romance will make you laugh swoon and blush baby making red heat level a risk of getting knocked up during download paperback and audio versions are especially dangerous handle with care keywords secret baby pregnancy romance second chances alpha male romantic comedy heartwarming laugh out loud small town wine country romance family life contemporary romance friendship books romance marriage romance drama love story books books love stories baby romance romance with pregnancy family saga romance sweet and sexy romances enemies to lovers romance friends to lovers romance contemporary adult romance drama romance books romance and drama books pregnancy fiction romance and pregnancy romance baby baby and romance literature and fiction contemporary marriage family life pregnancy new adult boy next door romance lighthearted romance light romance heartwarming family quick read romance fiction books hot guy love love books kissing books long series
Zero at the Bone

2009-04-06

When a bookstore owner is accused of murdering his ex lover proving his innocence might lead a hard nosed detective to a fatal attraction thirty five year old gay bookseller Adrien English searches for love between the pages as a sensitive intellectual with a heart condition his dating life is gathering dust on the shelves but when police name him the prime suspect in the brutal murder of his friend and employee Adrien doesn’t expect his best hope for romance to be assigned to the case detective Jake Riordan is hungry to climb the ranks all he has to do for a promotion is nail the handsome bookstore owner for an obvious crime of passion if only he could stop fantasizing about the suspect instead of the normal wife and family his career demands as Riordan’s investigation heats up and the suspect insists on his innocence the detective doubts both Adrien’s guilt and his ability to resist the man’s understated charms can they turn the crime into passion or will a killer on the loose write the end

Pretty Pretty Boys

2020-02-01

Don’t miss this thrilling and suspenseful second chance romance book one in a fan favorite supernatural detective series from Jenn Burke Dying isn’t what it used to be Wes Cooper was dead then he wasn’t though he’s not exactly alive either as an immortal not ghost he
can transition between this world and the otherplane which makes him the perfect thief for hire for seventy years he's made a living returning items to their rightful owners seeing his fair share of the bizarre in the process but he's never witnessed murder until now his latest mission brings him more than he bargained for a very dead actor who is definitely going to stay that way it's just wes's luck that his ex boyfriend detective hudson rojas is assigned to the case hudson broke wes's heart years ago and could again given he's rocking a hot silver fox look that shouldn't be legal as they work together to track down the murderer before anyone else gets hurt it becomes clear wes and hudson have unfinished business and when a secret hudson's been keeping threatens more than just their happiness it might mean the end of their not life together permanently not dead yet book 1 not dead yet book 2 give up the ghost book 3 graveyard shift ashes and dust book 1 all fired up book 2 house on fire book 3 out of the ashes chaos station by jenn burke and kelly jensen book 1 chaos station book 2 lonely shore book 3 skip trace book 4 inversion point book 5 phase shift

The Baby Maker

2018-02-05

olle svensson came to canada to play hockey but now he's wondering if twenty five is too late to start university back home in sweden things started out well but then he and some teammates catch his friend jamie gallagher with a guy in a men's room stall at a random bar olle knows he should have stood by jamie in the bar and the locker room but he'd been caught off guard he'd thought well it doesn't matter anymore what he was thinking jamie is in hell he'd been sure none of his teammates went to that bar so he could safely blow off
a little steam now he s been outed against his will and
doesn t have a single ally on the team he s giving
serious thought to giving up on hockey until rupert
smythe morrison and the moncton ice cats come to the
rescue jamie never thought he d be so happy to be
traded the only down side is that olle is coming with
him

**Fatal Shadows**

2021-01-07

connor major s summer break is turning into a nightmare
when he comes out to his religious zealot mother she
has him kidnapped and shipped off to a conversion
therapy camp that will be his new home until he changes
connor plans to escape but first he s exposing the camp
s horrible truths for what they are and taking the
place down

**History and Genealogy of the Ricks Family of America**

1908

there are three things i hate bratwurst in any form my
neighbors boinking like farm animals at 3 am and chase
jett mostly i hate chase jett it s been ten years since
he took my virginity i d make a bratwurst joke but the
unfortunate truth is that it would have to be a brat
best joke and yes it kills me to admit that and now he
s not only a billionaire he s also my new boss turns
out our hate is mutual and this kind of hate is
horrifically twisted filthy and banging hot i just
might have to hate him forever mister mchottie is the
hilariously sexy romantic comedy that your mother
warned you about complete with an organic happy ever
after or seven a bratwurst wagon ill advised office pranks and no cheating or cliffhangers

**Not Dead Yet**

2019-02-04

dominus is the first book in a 4 novel plot packed m m fantasy that transports readers back to ancient rome during the reign of the emperor trajan 98 117 this is the first book in an alternate history series a tumultuous journey filled with forbidden love humor sex friendship political intrigue deception and murder

**Traded Out**

2019-11-01

after aria davis is expelled from high school she is forced to go live with her aunt in los angeles california aria is happy to be anywhere but with her abusive parents she meets a mysterious and intimidating boy who goes by the name of ace garcia the more she gets around ace the more she begins to wonder what it is he is up to things spin wildly out of control as she uncovers the truth about ace the two of them fight to be together and stay alive in this comical romantic thriller the suspense will have you at the edge of your chair romance is evident but a happily ever after is not promised when you're living on the edge a relationship unlike any other can they overcome all the bad things

**Surrender Your Sons**

2020-09-15
the last thing lautner ever wanted was a mate after a chance encounter the clock is ticking he has seventy two hours to claim his mate or lose her forever danika at nineteen i had spent my life hidden in the shadows controlled by the hands of my domineering father and pack alpha now he expects me to marry the pack beta an arrangement made long before i was born seeking a night of freedom i head to the one place forbidden by my father the warehouse ran by the notorious vampire motorcycle club the sun sinners its reputation for violence and an array of unruly supernatural clientele is probably not the safest place for a shifter who has yet to turn especially considering the number of enemies my father has what i didn't expect was to find the man who would finally entice my wolf to the surface too bad he looks like he would rather kill me than f**k me i always believed that fated mates never existed but could he be the one to save me lautner as pack enforcer and undefeated illegal cage fighter violence is a part of my life my father taught me that from an early age he also taught me that mates are nothing more than a problem that i didn't need until i met her her scent catches me off guard almost costing me my life and yet as much as i don't want her my wolf has other ideas i want nothing more than to hide out until the bond is over but when a shifter turns up mutilated on the outskirts of stone valley it looks like the rumors about the hunters are true the shifter council has ordered neighboring packs to work together and bring them down given the animosity between the packs and my wolf going mate crazy the last thing i expected was her to turn up at my door with her fiancé in tow lautner is book one in the stone valley pack series but can also be read as a standalone it is a full 70 000 word novel with a heafn please look out for seth's story in book two coming soon this book is recommended for readers 18 due to strong language and steamy sex scenes warning this book contains scenes of abuse assault that some
readers may find triggering

**Mister McHottie**

2021-02-26

from the new york times bestselling author and co star of fox's american grit comes a rare and powerful book on the art of being a sniper way of the reaper is a step by step accounting of how a sniper works through the lens of irving's most significant kills none of which have been told before each mission is an in depth look at a new element of eliminating the enemy from intel to luck recon to weaponry told in a thrilling narrative this is also a heart pounding true story of some of the reaper's boldest missions including the longest shot of his military career on a human target of over half a mile in iraq and afghanistan nicholas irving earned his nickname in blood destroying the enemy with his sniper rifle and in deadly firefights behind a 50 caliber machine gun he engaged a taliban suicide bomber during a vicious firefight used nearly silent sub sonic ammo and was the target of snipers himself way of the reaper attempts to place the reader in the heat of battle experiencing the same dangers horrors and acts of courage irving faced as an elite member of the 3rd ranger battalion 75th ranger regiment while also examining the personal ramifications of taking another life readers will experience the rush of the hunt and the dangers that all snipers must face while learning what it takes to become an elite manhunter like the reaper himself this explosive book blazes new territory and takes no prisoners

**Dominus**

2014-04-21
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Ace Bad Things

2019-09-03

henry wadsworth longfellow dana carried on the work which was unfin ished at the time of the compiler s death it was completed by the dana genealogical committee and edited for publication by thomas de valcourt

Cornell Alumni Directory, Containing the Foundation, History, and Government of the University

1922

after a rough breakup todd addison wants time alone to grieve while still dreaming of winning back his ex s love he moves across the country and finds work with a construction company the last thing he needs is the cute office boy developing a crush on him especially since he s back in the closet sebastian nye can t help
feeling sorry for the obviously brokenhearted todd though rebuffed repeatedly sebby chisels away at todd s resistance determined to help him forget a task potentially beyond anyone s capabilities he never meant to fall for the poor guy but he does hard desperate to hold on to todd sebby hatches a sneaky plot guaranteed to end todd s heartbreak if todd doesn t bail and ruin everything just when things can t get more complicated todd s ex wants him back and sebby s abusive ex is just waiting to catch sebby alone todd and sebby must decide what s worth fighting for what s worth sacrifice and what s worth compromise or their relationship will begin and end with a broken heart

Lautner

2021-07-04

sequel to shadows on the border inadvertently tumbling through the border after fenn and then thrown into the middle of the internecine political disputes of their people sergeant will grant of the metropolitan police has spent three months in prison in the underhalls of the frem when fenn comes to free him and return him home through the border he has very little time to work out what s going on before the sudden appearance of fenn s missing younger sibling keren throws fenn for a loop instead of returning them to london as planned the trio step through the border to the egyptian desert once they work out where they are it s a two week trip back to england with the possibility of pursuit both onboard ship and when they reach home will the journey give fenn and will time to resolve the feelings they have been dancing around since the day they met how will they keep keren from recapture by the faction who tried to persuade fenn they were dead and has will s friend alec forgiven fenn for lying about their motives
when they first traveled to London four months ago

Devon & Cornwall Notes & Queries

1915

the final book in the masterpiece duet I have one chance at a new life a college education a future outside of Tanglewood’s dark walls for a breathless moment it seems like I might actually escape then I get a phone call from home Damon Scott is my own personal dragon the fight I’ve always lost the secret hope of my heart and he needs my help right now only my mind can solve the puzzle only my presence can keep him sane as the city fights against him only my heart can unlock a man with such a tragic past this is my final gamble with everything at stake one last game to win a future for both of us and a love strong enough to break the city apart the queen is the final novel in the bestselling masterpiece duet about a game of lies and loyalty of betrayal and power and ascension to the city’s throne

Way of the Reaper

2016-08-09

A Book of Strattons; Being a Collection of Stratton Records From England and Scotland, and a Genealogical History of the Early Colonial Strattons in America, With
Five Generations of Their Descendants
2022-10-27

The Dana Family in America
1956

Love and Other Hot Beverages
2017-07-03

The Hunted and the Hind
2020-12-30

The Queen
2017-09-19
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